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APPENDIX 

 

 

List of Questions Contained in The Questionnaire 

 

No Questions 

1 In my opinion, video assignment is an effective assignment to boost my learning 
motivation 

2 In my opinion, PPT presentation assignment is an effective assignment to boost 
my learning motivation 

3 In my opinion, essay assignment is an effective assignment to boost my learning 
motivation 

4 In my opinion, summary assignment is an effective assignment to boost my 
learning motivation 

5 In my opinion, video assignment is an interactive and motivating assignment 

6 In my opinion, PPT presentation assignment is an interactive and motivating 
assignment 

7 In my opinion, essay assignment is an interactive and motivating assignment 

8 In my opinion, summary assignment is an interactive and motivating assignment 

9 In my experience, video assignment can be done and submitted everywhere and 
anytime 

10 In my experience, PPT presentation assignment can be done and submitted 
everywhere and anytime 

11 In my experience, essay assignment can be done and submitted everywhere and 
anytime 

12 In my experience, summary assignment can be done and submitted everywhere 

and anytime 

13 In my experience, doing video assignment help enhance my creativity, public 
speaking, and language skill 

14 In my experience, doing PPT presentation assignment help enhance my 
creativity, public speaking, and language skill 

15 In my experience, doing essay assignment help enhance my creativity, public 
speaking, and language skill 

16 In my experience, doing summary assignment help enhance my creativity, 
public speaking, and language skill 

17 In my experience, video assignment is a convenience and manageable 
assignment 

18 In my experience, PPT presentation assignment is a convenience and 
manageable assignment 
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19 In my experience, essay assignment is a convenience and manageable 

assignment 

20 In my experience, summary assignment is a convenience and manageable 
assignment 

21 Based on my experience, doing video assignment positively improve my 
productivity in learning 

22 Based on my experience, doing PPT presentation assignment positively improve 
my productivity in learning 

23 Based on my experience, doing essay assignment positively improve my 
productivity in learning 

24 Based on my experience, doing summary assignment positively improve my 
productivity in learning 

25 Doing video assignment accommodates me with ways to take advantages of 
information technology especially in education. 

26 Doing PPT presentation assignment accommodates me with ways to take 
advantages of information technology especially in education. 

27 Doing essay assignment accommodates me with ways to take advantages of 
information technology especially in education. 

28 Doing summary assignment accommodates me with ways to take advantages of 
information technology especially in education. 

29 Abundance and accessible material sources accommodates me in doing video 
assignment 

30 Abundance and accessible material sources accommodates me in doing PPT 
presentation assignment 

31 Abundance and accessible material sources accommodates me in doing essay 
assignment 

32 Abundance and accessible material sources accommodates me in doing 

summary assignment 

33 I feel actively learning using video assignment 

34 I feel actively learning using PPT presentation assignment 

35 I feel actively learning using essay assignment 

36 I feel actively learning using summary assignment 

37 Doing video assignment take an important part on the assessment at the end of 
the semester 

38 Doing PPT presentation assignment take an important part on the assessment at 
the end of the semester 

39 Doing essay assignment take an important part on the assessment at the end of 
the semester 

40 Doing summary assignment take an important part on the assessment at the end 
of the semester 
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41 According to my experience, doing video assignment helps me to review the 

materials given in the class 

42 According to my experience, PPT presentation video assignment helps me to 
review the materials given in the class 

43 According to my experience, doing essay assignment helps me to review the 
materials given in the class 

44 According to my experience, doing summary assignment helps me to review the 
materials given in the class 

45 I feel my grades improved after doing video assignment 

46 I feel my grades improved after doing PPT presentation assignment 

47 I feel my grades improved after doing essay assignment 

48 I feel my grades improved after doing summary assignment 

 

 
 

No Questions 

1 I feel motivated in doing video assignment 

2 I feel motivated in doing PPT presentation assignment 

3 I feel motivated in doing essay assignment 

4 I feel motivated in doing summary assignment 

5 I motivate myself in doing video assignment to get a better score at the end of 
the semester 

6 I motivate myself in doing PPT presentation assignment to get a better score at 
the end of the semester 

7 I motivate myself in doing essay assignment to get a better score at the end of 
the semester 

8 I motivate myself in doing summary assignment to get a better score at the end 
of the semester 

9 Doing video assignment benefit me managing my time to finish my assignment 

10 Doing PPT presentation assignment benefit me managing my time to finish my 

assignment 

11 Doing essay assignment benefit me managing my time to finish my assignment 

12 Doing summary assignment benefit me managing my time to finish my 
assignment 
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13 I feel my English skills improved and it motivates me to finish my video 

assignment 

14 I feel my English skills improved and it motivates me to finish my PPT 
presentation assignment 

15 I feel my English skills improved and it motivates me to finish my essay 
assignment 

16 I feel my English skills improved and it motivates me to finish my summary 
assignment 

17 A conducive learning environment motivates me to produce a perfect video 
assignment 

18 A conducive learning environment motivates me to produce a perfect PPT 
presentation assignment 

19 A conducive learning environment motivates me to produce a perfect essay 
assignment 

20 A conducive learning environment motivates me to produce a perfect summary 
assignment 

21 I am doing video assignment to fulfil the requirements to pass the course 

22 I am doing PPT presentation assignment to fulfil the requirements to pass the 
course 

23 I am doing essay assignment to fulfil the requirements to pass the course 

24 I am doing summary assignment to fulfil the requirements to pass the course 

25 Teacher’s feedbacks contribute positive impacts on the result of my video 
assignment 

26 Teacher’s feedbacks contribute positive impacts on the result of my PPT 

presentation assignment 

27 Teacher’s feedbacks contribute positive impacts on the result of my essay 
assignment 

28 Teacher’s feedbacks contribute positive impacts on the result of my summary 
assignment 

29 Finishing video assignment highly impacted my score at the end of the semester 

30 Finishing PPT presentation assignment highly impacted my score at the end of 
the semester 

31 Finishing essay assignment highly impacted my score at the end of the semester 

32 Finishing summary assignment highly impacted my score at the end of the 
semester 
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No Questions 

1 I prefer doing online assignment (video, PPT, essay, summary) within a group 

2 I prefer doing online assignment (video, PPT, essay, summary) individually 

3 Doing video assignment requires  many preparations such as stable internet 
connection, devices, storages, and so on 

4 Doing PPT presentation assignment requires many preparations such as stable 
internet connection, devices, storages, and so on 

5 Doing essay assignment requires many preparations such as stable internet 

connection, devices, storages, and so on 

6 Doing summary assignment requires many preparations such as stable internet 
connection, devices, storages, and so on 

7 In my experience, doing video assignment take so much time in its process, for 
example choosing topic, memorizing script/material, recording, editing, 
uploading, and downloading 

8 In my experience, doing PPT presentation assignment take so much time in its 
process, for example choosing topic, memorizing script/material, recording, 

editing, uploading, and downloading 

9 In my experience, doing essay assignment take so much time in its process, for 

example choosing topic, memorizing script/material, recording, editing, 
uploading, and downloading 

10 In my experience, doing summary assignment take so much time in its process, 
for example choosing topic, memorizing script/material, recording, editing, 

uploading, and downloading 

11 Doing video assignment requires times and inefficient in the process 

12 Doing PPT presentation assignment requires times and inefficient in the process 

13 Doing essay assignment requires times and inefficient in the process 

14 Doing summary assignment requires times and inefficient in the process 

15 Video assignment cost a lot of money in its process 

16 PPT presentation assignment cost a lot of money in its process 

17 Essay assignment cost a lot of money in its process 

18 Summary assignment cost a lot of money in its process 
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19 Personally, video assignment exceedingly relies on the internet connection to 

 

complete and submit the assignment 

20 Personally, PPT presentation assignment exceedingly  relies on the internet 

 

connection to complete and submit the assignment 

21 Personally, essay assignment exceedingly relies on the internet connection to 

 

complete and submit the assignment 

22 Personally, summary assignment exceedingly relies on the internet connection to 

 

complete and submit the assignment 

 


